870629-1a
03-20-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: LEAH
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE, EARTH AND BODY CHANGES
TIME SUBJECT
00:14 Harmonic Convergence, Earth and Body Changes
02:55 Inner shifting, increasing velocity
05:00 Main grid backbone of planet
08:00 Planet is mirror for you
09:00 Harmonies
10:20 Melodies of earth
13:00 Veil of Isis lifting
14:30 August 16, the changing calendar
15:48 Physical changes minimized, birth not death of planet
16:25 New age of reason, Supernova blew out a large asteroid which will be impacting in the Indian Ocean
between 8-20-87 and 5-88
18:23 Alternate realities
19:20 England, India, Japan, Spain & Portugal, Gibraltar, Suez Canal, Panama, Bermuda Triangle, Swiss
Mountains & Italy, Cape of Good Hope, Scandinavia
21:00 Radio activity, radiation sickness
22:30 Coast of Australia, New Zealand, California, Baja California, Mexico, Ring of Fire, Mt. Rainier, Mt.
Italy, Pompeii, Russia
25:50 Germany, wall to come down
26:34 Lands rising, Hawaii, Borneo, Tahiti, Ring of Fire
27:00 Yucatan
27:30 South America, flooding of the Nile, secret doors opened
28:10 South America, Andes Mountains, Incan Cities, Machu Picchu, Chile
30:30 Great Lakes split, Nebraska, Santa Fe, N.M., Espanola
31:32 Psychological changes
32:10 Deva Kingdom becomes visible
32:25 Unseen world appear visible
35:00 MEETING TAPE CONTINUED ON TAPE 870629-1b

870629 -1b
03-22-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: LEAH
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE CONTINUED
TIME SUBJECT
00:14 Harmonic Convergence discussion continued
01:43 Harmonic Convergence within Self
02:03 Galactically progressing
02:11 Meeting in Grand Tetons with The Brotherhood of Light, The Great White Brotherhood, The Ashtar
Command, The Galactic Confederacy, The ---- Arcturus Midway Station, The Star of Bethlehem, The
Israel, The Jerusalem from Inner Earth, Council Builders, all Beings of Light, Ascended Masters, former
Gods and Goddesses, the Ancients from Sirius, The Native American Grandfathers and Grandmothers
03:52 What is your wish for self and planet?
04:21 Large crystal, the generator of God density
05:00 How to work with crystals
07:10 Unexpected changes regarding Harmonic Convergence
07:40 ET contact
09:16 Craft crashes in China
09:50 Ronald Reagan and Gorbachev
11:31 When ships crash
12:37 Roswell, N.M., Los Alamos, N.M., Bakersfield, CA
14:21 Look at what you are creating
15:20 Incan, Mayan, Atlantean calendars, Aztec, Great Pyramid of Cheops
15:34 New energy vortex being created
15:46 Beings that choose to leave the planet
16:37 Utne Reader, July/August issue, economic crash
20:48 Parallel economic crash, Nelson Rockefeller, gold, silver standard, L.A. Times, rainbow-colored money
24:38 Pressure from Illuminati, Federal Reserve, Federal S&Ls
27:02 Walk-ins, star seeds, alternate DNA patterns
29:06 278,000 ET and earth mixed children
31:10 Ronald Reagan
32:16 Soul merge
36:00 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 870629-2a

870629- 2a
03-24-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: LEAH
STAR SEED LINE/GENETIC EXPERIMENTS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00` Star Seed Line/Genetic Experiments
00:04 Children who are different
00:44 Children held in secret, Vancouver, B.C., Pyrenees Mountains in Peru
01:07 Children off planet
01:51 Early genetic experiments
02:11 Twelve tribes of Israel
02:20 Leah one of 3 mothers of 6 tribes
02:44 Venusian seed is female aspect, Mars male aspect
03:26 Other genetic experiments
03:36 Saturn/Jupiter characteristic, Pleiadian, also Reticulum, Antares, Arcturus and Sirius
04:10 Activation of pineal gland
04:23 Genetic experiments, male and female star seeds
05:24 Ovum and sperm taken
06:16 Children from Arcturus
06:37 Reticulum children different
07:24 Fear created
07:35 Agreement for experimentation
08:08 Lemurian experiments
09:14 Woman produces 35 star seed/ET children
10:06 Many on earth have given ovum and sperm
10:52 New seed race
11:07 Harmonic Convergence
12:07 Abortion
12:56 Grief
14:07 Peatra, secret place in Pyrenees Mountains where children are kept
16:20 Places underwater
16:34 Body changes carbon-based, diamond, crystal
19:07 Children of the world
21:08 Special children here for a reason
22:12 Helping from the heart vs attached emotionally
26:22 Clearing emotions from attachments, detachments
27:38 Allowing
34.53 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 870629-2b

870629-2b
03-30-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: LEAH
HARMONIC CONVERGENCE MOMENTS CONTINUED
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Harmonic Convergence Moments continued
00:10 Your power
00:42 Shining the Light
01:30 1987 year of manifestation
02:33 Love and peace movement
03:20 Words for a song by ET's
04:56 Future selves
07:20 END OF MEETING

870910
03-30-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
BEGINNING STEPS FOR DHARMA
TIME SUBJECT
00:14 Beginning Steps for Dharma
02:35 Differences between elementals and devas
05:10 Fairies and cherubs
07:37 Daniel living within your space
09:20 Questioning source, assistance
13:07 END OF MEETING

870913-1b
03-30-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
THOSE WHO CAME INTO THE CIRCLE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Those Who Came Into the Circle
00:54 Prayer/meditation, requesting assistance from higher dimensions
02:28 Protecting Ekkers' dwelling
05:48 Assisting displaced people, inner family circle
09:09 Resources from higher dimensions
09:15 Shutting down the turbine
12:06 Place is fragmented with things within own space
13:09 Keeping your home private, the how of sharing it
14:32 Grandfather advises talk on telephone be used wisely
17:00 When lines are tapped
17:20 Cesar Chavez
20:13 A person who is searching
24:10 GCH speaks of members' path and direction
27:50 When ones dwell within your home
29:45 You are here as teachers and leaders
30:32 GCH speaks of one who is finding his way
31:50 People who wish to come into your space/area
34:00 We see confusion and frustration in this early process
35:20 How one will get into circle
37:00 Sipapu discussed
40:50 One who comes in form of a black, from highest dimension
45:54 END OF MEETING TAPE

870914- 1a
04-10-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
LOOKING INTO SOULS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Looking Into Souls
01:40 A troubled soul seeks answers
04:47 Seeking the light
07:25 Guilt trip
08:47 Higher beings not allowed to interfere with soul wishes
10:04 High energy places in Utah, crystals and computers
12:54 It is true request that higher beings are permitted to honor
13:27 Guides always present in state of meditation and prayer
14:01 God hears every prayer, He is you and you are He
15:30 Response from higher dimensions must be in conjunction with soul request
16:56 Can only hear soul in the stillness
18:36 Life plan is broadcast into our dimension where they can respond
19:40 Wants, wanting, wishing goes against your own soul plan
24:06 Current status of Harmonic Convergence
25:15 Best answers come from ones of the Hierarchy for spiritually-related response
26:00 Bits of flame-up and flare-up cause many to walk into this enlightenment
27:30 Uniting of energies bring great power and great love
28:43 What can I do?
29:01 I, Hatonn would have to go to higher level because I have not been fully informed, evacuation plans
remain in effect
29:45 Heed warnings that are sent and be prepared within selves
31:29 Things are in tremendous upheaval, China, Russia
32:11 Mother Earth weary of parasites doing battle on her skin
32:25 Maintaining axis balance, gradual shifting
34:43 Flare coming up on earth will sustain you
36:50 Message from Sananda indicates change of direction
38:00 One who enjoys the game
40:23 Earth is place of growth and education
43:09 One who has gifts of psychic ability, must use caution
46:42 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 870914-1b

870914-1b
04-14-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
INTERESTING PEOPLE ON THE PATH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Interesting People on the Path
00:12 We cannot wait until we are perfect to function and share
01:30 One that relates within higher dimensions, walks on the planes of the Masters, and is of the Masters
04:56 One pure of heart, of intent, easily distracted, fragmented, keep him close but let him go his way
08:27 Gabriel Green: is directly of us, came to break ground for what is happening now
12:00 Commander Ashtar
13:50 An open channel with G.C. Hatonn
17:07 Groups in Yucca Valley
18:40 Sai Baba (no higher energy at this time walking on your planet)
19:50 Shiavhani
21:57 Insight group
23:18 Crystals, strong, living, growing energies
26:41 As vibrations rise, need for supplements lessens, choose intake with wisdom
30:30 Instrument (Dharma) struggling with process
31:51 Trying various approaches
34.46 END OF MEETING TAPE

870917-1a
04-20-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
CONCLAVE/COUNCIL MEETING AND NUCLEAR TESTING/ACCIDENTS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Conclave/Council Meeting and Nuclear Testing/Accidents
00:20 Conclave extended
01:20 Stabilizing our sphere
02:10 Nuclear testing is impacting, compounding daily
03:00 Western Coast of California
04:00 Government, Military testing
04:10 Nuclear power plants, States of Washington, New York on red alert
06:24 Critical stages of non-safety
07:13 Endeavor to awaken enough light workers who sleep on
09:07 Cannot interfere within 250 mile radius
10:05 Build-up of radiation, vibrations do not stop
10:42 Energies dwelling within core of earth
10:55 Earth crust, gravity
11:40 Openings in ozone layer
12:40 Nuclear accident, interference allowed if caught in time
13:40 Reverse side of planet
13:47 Russia, Middle East not biggest problems, watch China
15:00 Civilization approaching devastation
16:20 Shifting of axis may be allowed to happen
18:00 Drills held aboard fleet craft, standing at readiness
19:25 Carl Sagan
25:00 Mighty Council Meeting, Grand Tetons
26:45 Hatonn requests transcription of message for individual
30:40 Project (SIPAPU) must go forward
32:00 Ron Howard, Jon Voight, Shirley MacLaine, Tom McPherson
46:30 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 870917-1b

870917-1b
04-22-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MONEY COMING FROM A DARK VS A LIGHT SOURCE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Money Coming from a Dark versus a Light Source
00:17 Project re-building of this planet
04:24 An individual's commitments, responsibility
07:44 Planet in critical circumstances
09:32 Monetary shifting, positioning in game of finances
11:04 Attempt to hold funds
12:50 No banking delays
*The above information is repeated again and again on second half of tape*
19:57 SALU, SALU, AHO, and SALU
20:00 END OF MEETING TAPE

870922
03-09-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
MOVIE MAKING, RECEIVER INSTRUCTIONS
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Movie making, receiver instructions
01:00 Movie credits, who wrote script, writer of Cocoon
01:40 Shirley MacLaine, Tom McPherson
02:10 Groundwork needed for financing of movie
04:25 Message for beloved one chosen of Master Germain
06:00 "I AM" Group
09:43 Another Brother acting as follower rather than leader
10:00 Communicated with/from Althena, Supreme Commander Athena
12:30 Receivers linked with Commanders
12:56 Growing into the project
13:30 Earth is favored
14:18 END OF MEETING TAPE

870923-1a
May 5, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
ENLIGHTENING THE MASSES AND MORE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Enlightening the Masses and More
00:21 Message regarding a current project
04:30 Brother Keota has intentions of working through this energy (Wally)
05:00 Sister Thedra, Gabriel Green need no supplemental energy
05:47 Expansion of female energy on planet
06:35 Overcoming gentleness comes forth to be expressed
07:00 Importance of two working together
08:23 Working with Ouija Board, pendulum, and meditation tape
10:55 Brother Keota concern about unsafe area
14:58 Hatonn takes his leave at this time to return later
16:00 Havoc reduced, come so far so quickly
17:42 Status of planetary situation
18:50 Enlightening the masses, setting up network, infinity
19:40 Some being taught to be receivers of information
20:25 Galactic contact
21:01 Masters from 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th universal dimensions
21:41 4th dimension and what will be transpiring upon planet
22:21 Hatonn is Commander for Dharma and Oberli
22:34 Soltec Commander to Althena/Commander Athena, who comes from Venus
23:50 Global network will be established
25:30 Network will know where they need to be physically
26:20 Hatonn acting as spokesman for this project
27:01 Leah can always come in as needed
27:55 See value in sharing meditation energy
28:28 Many energies here to be brought into alignment
30:46 Keota comes from 3rd galaxy, Commander of fleet, thousands of ships
31:17 Each person coming into your dwelling drawn for specific purpose
32:00 Waiting for a response from Soltec
36:00 Couple advised by Ouija to go to the coast
36:34 Must function on the earth with jobs, etc.
37:24 Project is training for transmitting and receiving stations
38:14 Hatonn explains labels and names
40:00 Preparing for a message from Soltec
45:09 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 870923-1b

870923-1b
05-06-09
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn, Commander Soltec
ANCIENT AGREEMENTS COME DUE
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Ancient Agreements Come Due
01:00 Receiver working out contact with Soltec
03:15 Soltec will speak through Hatonn
04:14 Soltec has been coming to this receiver for many years
04:54 Soltec considers Venus his second home
05:58 Receiver comes from a planet in Pleiades
06:09 Many, many more than seven planets in this constellation
06:30 No way to compare our/their time, agreement long ago
07:20 Good to become brothers again
09:30 Soltec says couple must go to coast, things to work out
12:16 Couple brought together to work with project by agreement long ago
12:35 Agreed to act as a terminal
13:26 Never hesitate to question
14:09 Soltec comes from Divine Light
14:16 Many have fallen by wayside and been replaced to carry on the work
14:30 Make sure you are dealing with proper energy
14:45 Soltec bond with receiver is unbreakable
14:57 The bond with Athena established long ago
15:10 Veil of forgetfulness
16:09 Maldek and its destruction
16:30 Free-will has never been very successful
16:47 New agreement regarding intervention
17:50 Force is God, Force is Love
20:03 Soltec departs, Salu, Salu, Salu
22:19 Hatonn takes his leave
22:52 Salu, Salu, and Salu
23:08 END OF MEETING TAPE

870924-1a
July 18, 2011
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: Sananda, G.C. Hatonn
BASIC INFORMATION
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Basic Information
01:51 This message is directed to William Cudd; he has forgotten his prior commitments, is being sidetracked
by that which is not understood
04:20 Sananda is Captain of this ship--hold you closely by my hand--give William greater assistance
08:13 [H:] Regarding W.C., it is by his own free will that he may use or discard this message--making clear
some of the workings within our outer dimensions that are not fully understood by you
12:09 A crash course is offered on how best to use our assistance--negative versus positive--Dharma's
self-hypnosis tape and the tape for meditation--instructions to W.C.--negative energies and
environment--entities and spirits--Socrates--receivers--use two tape recorders--meditation
26:09 Business projects sent to your attention--John Jeffers able to contact higher dimensions--subconscious
mind--Jason and Soaring Eagle--sorting messages
30:33 Hatonn explains His dimensions--Hatonn is a Galactic Commander from a higher dimension-consciousness always creates form
37:23 You must learn to control your mental images--accompany emotion with strong imagery--do not waver
in your intent--intensity--negative response--thoughts, feelings and emotions
44:15 Next dimensional state
46:35 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 870924-1b

870924-1b
March 17, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn, Ashtar
VOLUNTEERING FOR PLANET EARTH
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Volunteering for Planet Earth
00:58 Complete the Blueprint, the Plan
01:30 Crystal at Tehachapi for massive central computerized system
03:50 Crystals are living, existing energies, crystalline flowers
04:33 Belize, crystal skull, data banks of existence
06:15 Sipapu, motion picture message of hope
07:15 Proof of ET's existence
08:30 Money from Bahamas is clouded
11:00 City of Perris, California
11:39 Nuclear accident in California, potential earth movement
12:00 Lake Elsinore area will release gases and fumes
13:00 Protection by craft, warning sound, electromagnetic beam
15:19 Cdr. Ashtar speaking on plans for Earth Shan
16:00 Documentary called "The Silver Cloud"
17:35 Permission given for fleet to intervene
18:00 Stop any nuclear devices moving beyond 100 miles in space
18:30 San Andreas, Hayward, and San Jacinto faults
21:40 Groundwork being laid
22:15 New time dimension, new calendar year, new age of existence
23:30 Mother Earth Shan now a thinking entity
24:30 Earth Shan now represented in Council of Universe
26:30 Sipapu story filming project must be done
27:20 Great cleansing by Mother Earth
30:00 Hatonn returns with message for a volunteer
35:00 Additional message to volunteers
36:32 END OF MEETING TAPE

870928-1a
June 23, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Sananda
A SURPRISE VISITOR
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 A Surprise Visitor
00:15 Update on world situation requested, reply was "No change"
01:13 Discussion of McClellan AFB location
04:00 Issues around W. Cudd, Mr. Jeffers, and Mr. Boyer result in positive steps forward
06:45 The "Dear One" not responding so Hatonn takes his leave
07:55 Salu, Salu, Salu
09:14 Sananda: I Am thy brother come
11:00 I Am the Captain telling you to stay grounded in Mother Earth
13:19 You blessed and chosen ones volunteered to assist
14:30 You will know what to do when the time is proper
15:45 I Am not He but He is me and therefore I Am He, just as you are
16:15 I hold your hands tightly for you are my earthly hands
17:47 I take my leave, I Am Sananda
18:55 Hatonn: It is surprising when our Captain makes a surprise visit
20:50 Experiencing great change causes confusion in your consciousness
21:50 Take time to 'SIMPLY BE"
22:56 Dharma's list
24:40 You children learn very slowly, all must find their own way
26:07 We come from the 7th dimension, but function in the 3rd
28:10 Solutions not heard by those who come, they must come to their own understanding
33:15 The word is "responsibility", the reason you are in this place at this time
35:30 Searching for what your jobs will be
37:27 Some will lean too heavily; let them find their way
38:28 Reference made to one who wants to "camp out" and be cared for
44:00 Dharma and EJ must hear their instructions regarding others who take advantage
46:14 MEETING CONTINUES ON TAPE 870928-1b

870928-1b
June 23, 2009
Nicky/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
DEFINING PRIORITIES
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 Defining Priorities
00:54 A journal containing the story of the "Crystal Skull"
01:05 Crystals are living organisms that are in reality huge data banks
03:18 If you could open your minds and see it all, it is all there
04:09 So much growing to be done and it will be accomplished
04:59 The conflict of what is and what one wishes it to be
07:39 Dharma and Oberli must communicate between selves or conflict will ensue
08:31 Time for restructuring and compiling data
09:11 You are chosen ones to disperse information given exclusively to you
10:05 Tueita will write a book, her job will be different from yours
10:48 Ashtar speaks to Gabriel Green often, he is reticent to speak of it
12:50 You are my hands
13:21 There will be a time when you are my technical spokesman
14:40 Share what you have time to share, do I make myself clear?
17:22 You are to be more discerning as to who and what takes your time
20:05 We have told you what is planned for the New Jersey group, no further personal information
22:15 We are not in the fortune telling business
25:45 There are those placed as your mentors, Tueita is your peer
26:47 You are my major contact
27:23 Your God must come first above all
29:40 Do not send information to those who do not ask
29:47 We have been given an extraordinary gift to interfere to a little larger extent in the operations of your
Earth
31:45 Dimensional Life tape sets will be in great demand in the future
34:48 Never, never ask a spirit to manifest
40:00 Christianity and the Masters discussed
44:00 Hatonn's mission briefly explained
46:40 END OF MEETING

871028
06-30-09
Chris/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn and Leah
U.S. MILITARY STAGES NUCLEAR LAUNCH AGAINST HATONN'S CRAFT
TIME SUBJECT
00:00 U.S. Military stages nuclear launch against Hatonn's craft
00:25 Spacecraft sighting, witnesses report
01:25 Brief message from Hatonn
02:34 Nuclear missile neutralized at Vandenberg AFB
03:03 Nuclear device staged to launch
04:56 Hatonn leaves as chaos aboard ship
06:00 Hatonn requests Leah make contact and give report
07:50 Other objects fired into were destroyed
08:54 Discussion on range of sighting and craft size
12:15 Nuclear missiles ready for satellite orbit carrying warheads
13:05 Missiles usually destroyed, at times globally
14:04 Nuclear portions are always neutralized not exploded
14:52 Prior to destruction, nuclear warhead neutralized
15:00 Beam sent from visible ship to neutralize warhead
16:00 Future launches will be a show of strength
17:00 Other countries also have nuclear devices in space orbit
17:10 Galactic Council gave permission to stop nuclear activity
19:20 Hatonn has hundreds of ships along West Coast of U.S.
20:40 U.S. Government denies our guardians more than any other
21:00 Hostile environment for spacecraft and they cannot land
22:30 Leah explains their vulnerability
25:20 Military reports censored sightings
35:00 Hatonn returns and gives recap
36:10 News reports lie as predicted
37:10 Tracking satellite launched successfully, two missiles neutralized
37:50 Nuclear missiles still ready for launching
39:00 Intermediate missile treaty
39:30 Discounted reports by media
43:00 Projected beam, stayed visible so no mistaking action
46:00 MEETING CONTINUED ON TAPE 871029

871029
06-01-09
Chris/Eleanor
MEETING TAPE: G.C. Hatonn
RECAP OF MILITARY STRIKE, MANUFACTURED MEDIA
TIME SUBJECT
00:13 Recap of military strike, manufactured media
00:30 Continuing discussion with Hatonn
01:00 Craft high enough to be seen throughout U.S.
01:40 Given a Light show, consider it a sign
02:30 Neutralizing nuclear missiles will continue
03:15 Recognition of craft in other countries
03:33 Russia and China will also see craft, also discounted
04:20 U.S. has to manufacture stories
06:57 Media reversed sequence, super-imposed old photographs
07:40 Adversary builds the discrediting mechanism
09:00 Thunder shower was reflection of Light
10:52 Turquoise lights and multiple beams seen coming from craft
11:55 Two missile trails described
12:40 People wishing visitation are in fact scared to death
13:20 Children always know
14:00 Five minute break on tape
19:28 Preparation for funding and project discussion
27:00 Necessary food and dairy products for survival
29:00 U.S. space station back side of moon
30:00 Discussion on poor fumbler/bungler President
30:30 Spacegate
31:00 Robert Woodward/Casey book disclosures
32:32 Darkness of government capabilities unknown by the people
33:30 Misinformation is best tool you will ever have
35:12 Some enlightened ones in the media
36:25 Pres. Reagan withdrew his energy to allow another to move in
37:00 Reagan abdicated for more effective program to play out
37:57 Discussion about political candidates
39:37 Lighted technology can not be matched by anybody
40:27 Mother Earth is really aggravated
40:45 Discussion about Leah as teacher and prospective dates
44:43 Stabilizing Earth
46:00 END OF MEETING TAPE

870924-1a Full Transcription
SANANDA JESUS
Oh my beloved chela, it is requested that I come first on this morning. We have been called to
conference in order that we might know best how to assist you. There is a lack of understanding in the
functioning of our dimensional hierarchy and my beloved brother, Commander Hatonn, will explain this a bit
later, in depth, so that it might be better understood. This message is for your use my beloved Oberli. It is to be
directed to that one whose physical consciousness on your plane is recognized as W.C.
It is with great love that we come to share this day. The time upon our beloved earth grows critically
short. There cannot be much further postponement of time to get our projects underway and we have been
patient long. Our dear brother, W.C., is in gross confusion , he feels powerless, it all is because he does not
understand how, in your terms, the system works. He must know that he accepted our request to serve in this
manner and his commitment was an honorable one. He is being sidetracked by those things which he does not
understand.
It is with great compassion that we come to share. I am the Captain of this ship in your earthly terms and
my course must not be altered. There are many things taking place within your mother earth which I have
grown to love. Time has speeded beyond your ability to comprehend. It is time we give that dear one, W.C.,
greater assistance, but he must be willing to follow our instructions for he has been misled in the teaching of
how to request our intervention.
I come first this day so that you ones may know of the importance of these messages of this day. I hold
you closely by my hand and I will allow none of mine to fall over the precipice, although all of my people walk
upon the brink of that precipice. I will remain within this circle this morning while my beloved brother
communicates with that one within. You are wrapped in my love my brothers, my dearest brethren, I am that
one known as your brother, Jesus Sananda, peace.
HATONN
Greetings Oberli, Hatonn here. Good morning in the light of our radiant one who shares with us this day.
I am greatly honored by his presence. I have called upon you ones in order that you might be the conduit by
which I can give assistance more readily to that one who has asked that one W.C. It is by his own free will that
he may use or discard the input which will be given for him through you. We would wish that he would use the
methods which I will outline for him. And as for you, Oberli, and that little one, Dharma, I need to make clear
some of the workings within our outer dimensions that are not fully understood by you ones. It is not in my
realm of technicality, but I believe that I can make myself quite clear in how to proceed in order that these
things might be accomplished, that must be accomplished in a more timely manner. W.C. is an extremely
devoted, believing entity that his consciousness has for too long a period of time been conditioned to expect the
negative instead of the positive. Just as with the two of you, regardless of what efforts you make on the
conscious level, you still believe that the manifestations will not ever become perceived reality. Today it has
been agreed within our realms that you would be given what you would call a cram session, a crash course if
you will; in how best to utilize our assistance and how to open up so that we may assist, but it will require
determination and some effort on the part of our dear W.C.
Oberli, you are to see to it that a clear, clean copy of Dharma’s Self Hypnosis Tape and a clean, clear
copy of that tape which we gave her for meditation induction. W.C. is to experience that self-hypnosis at least a
minimum of three times. He is well advanced in the ability of relaxation. He needs to become familiar and at
ease with that voice, this voice through which I speak, and then he must at least two times per day, experience
the meditation tape. It would be good if he curtails some of his activities at that place called The Saddleback
Inn. He places himself in the midst of such negative energies, such using energies that tend to seep and ooze
from his very power. It is very frequently a sharing of nothingness, much discussion and much talk, much in
your terms “back biting” and erroneous boosting of egos and then the fall always comes with the reality that it is
not this way. W.C. will understand that he has outgrown the need of this. He is being despicably used by those

who gather and pretend their devotion . They are not devoted, they are leeches, they will betray him when
another comes who can offer more.
Oberli, please pause for a moment. I wish to explain and I will try to put this in words that would be
easy for you to understand. Some of you will already understand, but it will bear repeating if you have heard
this before. It is important, William, that you understand there are entities, spirits, as they are most commonly
conceived, and they are soul, as in the concept of that one, Socrates, or whether they have some other form, the
maker of which we cannot now describe for the lack of data. It is immaterial.
Something exists out there from you, out here where we are, which attempts to communicate with you,
just as some of us in this dimension, although sometimes feeble in effort, attempt to communicate with you. It
has been easier, we have found, for one to receive communication while in a state of rest, the hypnotist would
call it trance. It need not be trance, simply a state of total relaxation, because when one is meditating on a
conscious level, the consciousness sets the rules and you cannot go beyond that consciousness, calculating that
censorship of the conscious mind.
You must get beyond that. Therefore you are to take the self-hypnosis training, which we are instructing
Oberli to make sure is duplicated on both sides, to hasten the transition into that state. You will not have to rewind your tape, simply turn it over, run it on fast forward , then turn it to the other side. If you have no tape
recorder that is suitable, simply go and purchase an inexpensive one that has an automatic shut off, so that you
might drift into sleep without having to turn the machine off. We will touch you in your dream state more
vividly than you can imagine. You ought to utilize that tape a minimum of three times through, so that you are
familiar and comfortable with that presentation. When you are to change, in addition to, or singularly, use the
meditation tape which is also identical on both sides of the tape to facilitate your simply turning it over when it
reaches the end for the next time when you wish to go into meditation, so that it is always ready. It would be
good if you had available to you two such recording devices. One with a small microphone always with a clean
tape, pushed to pause, so that you might gather the microphone into your hand and speak even in your sleep.
We will rouse you enough to pick up your microphone but you will forget in your consciousness., therefore you
will need to make a recording of what we did give to you so you will need two quite inexpensive pieces of
equipment. One to play the tape so that you might hear it, the other one into which you can record.
At this particular point you have no second one to serve as the question asker, therefore it will be
necessary that until such one is available, you would be able to function in your aloneness. As you meditate,
prior to going into the state of relaxation and meditation, take a paper and mentally image what it is you require
of us. There is a misconception that we simply look down and everything that’s spread before us is an open
book. Even were that true, we would not assume to walk upon your free will. You, my beloved brother, W.C.,
must be more careful. Those that you feel are in total trust, are often not trustworthy, and as time goes by and
our communication with you grows, we will allow your inner knowledge to know which of those energies you
should take exceptional care of with your business.
You will need to formalize some types of questions. You will need to mentally visualize these energies
upon your plane with which we are to function or enter into work. At this point, for instance, Oberli has come to
us with a request that we participate and assist you in closing some of your transactions, but we cannot do that
because we do not know who to contact. You must find out more details, my brother, about your own
transactions, or you may well be left with your hands quite empty. We require that those ones working within
those transactions give you proper information. This is not to cause you to mistrust, this is simply good
business. It is our intention to always place at your disposal, good business projects. We have sent many such
projects to your attention. We are working with that one, John Jeffers. John has learned how to contact us in
these higher dimensions and he does so regularly. The more regular be your contacts with us, the more rapidly
we can move. Keep a daily appointment with your subconscious mind, it is an open channel to we in the higher
dimensions . It is a formal meeting of the mind and always the last thing in the evening. Dwell upon these
thoughts in a state of meditation, put your concerns, your worries, and your cares aside, for I will tell you, my
brother, you cannot one moment release these things to us and the next moment take them back, and expect us
to manifest those things you have requested.
You must be trusting, you must be credulous, and by just that, you make it easier for those we will call
your friends to communicate with you. Believe me my brother, you have those friends. Oberli said, “until you

recognize those friends, I’m going to give you two". .Hatonn said, I am going to give you two, two names, two
labels that you may call into your meditation. These two are your guides, they work with you all the time. You
just do not understand that they are there. The one that is always with you is one called “Jason”, the other is
called “Soaring Eagle”, and through these two you can learn of others, but these two called into your
consciousness will be your link. Use them, rely on them, discuss everything with them, and as these ones
communicate with you, after you receive their alleged messages, pick them apart, dissect them and then decide.
To leave in a state of meditation whether or not the input deserves to be regarded as genuine communication,
the sorting system will not be lengthy. You will know when the input is valid, but obviously, William, you must
receive these messages before you can pick them to pieces.
GCH EXPLAINS HIS DIMENSION TO WILLIAM (Start 30:53)
I am of the Galactic Fleet. I am a galactic Commander.
I come from a much higher dimension, as you come from a higher dimension, but you have chosen to
manifest on planet Earth at this critical time, and your awakening WILL take place, and you WILL understand
the commitments you made.
I will talk about my own situation first so that you might BETTER UNDERSTAND HOW WE IN THIS
DIMENSION MUST FUNCTION. This environment provides far more challenge than any of you know of. It
also necessitates manipulation of creative materials that are nearly beyond your present comprehension.
First, YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THAT NO OBJECTIVE REALITY EXISTS BUT THAT WHICH
IS CREATED BY CONSCIOUSNESS:----- CONSCIOUSNESS ALWAYS CREATES FORM AND NOT
THE OTHER WAY AROUND.
So my environment is a reality of existence created basically by myself and those others like me, and it
represents the manifestation of our own development. Here we don’t use permanent structures. This is not a
city, it is not a town, for example, in which I dwell. We’re not off in empty space somewhere and I do not mean
to imply that. For one thing, we don’t think of space as you Earthians. We form whatever particular images we
want with which to surround ourselves. And those are created by our mental pattern, actually just exactly as
your own physical reality is created in perfect replica of your energy desires and thought, for that you simply do
not understand. You presume objects exist independently of you while not realizing they are instead the
manifestation of your own psychological self. We know that we form our own reality and therefore we can do
that with considerable joy and abandon. You would be extremely disoriented in my environment. It would
appear to have no coherency to you. But we’re aware of all inner laws that govern all materialization and we
can arrange night or day to manifest whatever it is that we desire.
You see all systems of reality are not physically oriented and some are entirely unacquainted with
physical form. They do not even relate to what you recognize and perceive as your reality. You form your own
physical image at an unconscious level, and in more or less the same manner as we, but with some important
differences. You do not realize that you are creating even your own physical body from moment to moment,
and as each moment passes, the past one is as if it never existed, it is only a memory, but it is the memory of the
happening that cause one to function either negatively or positively . We have been able to change our form and
adjust our perceived reality just as you can.
Let us speak practically for a moment. We are more advanced in this dimension along those lines than
are you. And when we create such forms, we do so with complete awareness. Now I share my field of existence
with others who have more or less the same challenges to meet, the same overall pattern of development. Some
of these energies I have known and some I have never known. We are able to communicate telepathically, but
then again, think about that William. Telepathy is the basis for your language, and without that telepathy,
symbolism would be totally meaningless. In your present perceived reality you feel relatively incompetent to
handle present physical reality or to alter your environment to effect and change your world. You feel somewhat
at the mercy over conditions of which you seem to have no control, but you can learn to change your physical
environment simply by learning to change and manipulate your subconscious or dream state environment YOU
MUST LEARN TO CONTROL YOUR MENTAL IMAGES. YOU MUST PLACE THOSE MENTAL
IMAGES BEFORE YOU, AND YOU MUST ACCOMPANY THOSE IMAGES BY STRONG EMOTIONS

REGARDING THOSE IMAGES AND WHAT IT IS EXACTLY YOU WISH TO PRECIPITATE OR
MANIFEST. FOR THESE ARE BLUEPRINTS.
THEY ARE BLUEPRINTS UPON WHICH CORRESPONDING PHYSICAL OBJECT OR
CONDITION OR EVENT WILL IN YOUR TERMS APPEAR OR MANIFEST IN OUR TERMS. THE
INTENSITY OF A FEELING OR THOUGHT OR MENTAL IMAGE IS THEREFORE THE MOST
IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN DETERMINING THE SUBSEQUENT PHYSICAL MATERIALIZATION.
YOU MUST NOT WAIVER IN YOUR INTENT. YOU MUST HOLD THOSE THOUGHTS LONG
ENOUGH, WILLIAM, SO THAT WE CAN GRASP THEM BEFORE YOU CAN MANIFEST ANYTHING
OF YOUR CONSCIOUS DESIRES. IT MUST MATCH THE SOUL’S DESIRE. YOUR SOUL ENERGY
MUST ALSO WISH THAT MANIFESTATION.
We do not work from the conscious requirement, or request of us, because the conscious mind does not
have any idea what it wishes. As I have told these two before, if we manifested what is requested of us by most
ones in their conscious mind, we would have havoc, anarchy and chaos, murder, rape, and pillage, upon your
planet. The conscious mind inadvertently speaks vile and ridiculous things and requests unbelievably stupid
items. Therefore, the conscious functioning mind must be in perfect harmony with the request from soul intent
and when those two requirements are met, then we can function. The intensity actually is the core about which
the electromagnetic energy units form.
In your terms, the more intent the core, the sooner the physical materialization. And I might add, this
would apply whether the mental image is a filthy one or joyful one. To you, you see it does not matter, either
can be produced, therefore you have a very important problem here if your mind is highly intent and you think
in VIVID mental and emotional images. These will be swiftly formed into physical events, so you must be
careful. And if you are of a highly pessimistic nature, as you become each time you pick up the phone, and you
do not have a schedule, it is simply re-enforcing the negative response you have, even if it inadvertently created
the negative response on the other end of that telephone without even realizing it. You have given thought and
feeling of potential negative matter, and they have been quite faithfully reproduced. in your experience.
It is a pattern which must be broken, and can only be broken in that state of meditation, and believe me,
we can do it, and we can do it rapidly. The more intent your imagination and inner experience, the more
important it is that you realize the method by which the inner experience becomes physical reality. Your
thoughts and emotions began their journey in the physical actualization, forgive my tied up tongue, at the
moment they are conceived in your mind It is interesting to note here that in this particular state of meditation or
trance, you will have become, let us call it, the spirit energy of yourself. Now the spirit has a consciousness, but
the consciousness belongs to the spirit once you have departed the physical consciousness, and the two are
NEVER to be mistaken as the same. The spirit may then turn its consciousness off and on, and by its nature,
consciousness flickers and fluctuates, but in the spirit form it never does. In this state as well as in the dream
state, you learn among other things, the ability to construct your own physical reality on a day by day basis. As
a matter of fact, that is exactly what happens when you pass into your next dimensional state. In that state you
then learn how to construct your next physical lifetime, but the premise remains the same.
You must never forget for an instant that your experience ALWAYS, ALWAYS FOLLOWS YOUR
EXPECTATIONS, and I know, William, that you know these things. I am simply repeating them to you to
bring them to the forefront of your consciousness so that you may intentionally set them aside in your space of
meditation. I am going to emphasize this one point again, SO PLEASE HEAR ME CAREFULLY.
IT IS THROUGH THE COMBINATION OF THOUGHT, EMOTIONS AND DESIRE WHICH
CREATES FORM, POSSESSES ENERGY AND IS MADE UP OF ENERGY WHICH THEN ALLOWS
WHAT YOU PERCEIVE AS PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION, WHETHER IT BE OBJECTS, OTHER
ENERGY, FRIENDSHIPS, OR IN THE CASE IN POINT, THE MANIFESTATION OF FUNDS AS YOU
REFER TO AS MONEY.

